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“Ways We Can Make Everyday Earth Day”

Did you know that every year we dump 2.12 billion tons of waste? Littering causes

pollution. There is land pollution,ocean pollution,and air pollution.We should save the earth by

cleaning it instead of littering that causes pollution.The first Earth Day was in 1970.We celebrate

earth day because it protects the planet from things like pollution and deforestation.We can make

everyday earth day by picking up litter and planting trees.We can also save the earth by using the

three R’s.The three R’s stand for reduce,reuse,and recycle.

In this paragraph we will talk about reducing things.Reducing means to decrease the

amount of waste we use.We can reduce the amount of waste in our environment.Here are some

examples.We can reduce the amount of energy like turning off the light when you are not using

it.You can also reduce your shower time.In addition,you can reduce the amount of plastic created

in the world.Instead of using plastic bags when you buy groceries you can use a reusable

bag.You can also start composting in your yard.You can compost food and vegetables scraps.You

shouldn’t compost cheese and dairy products.

This body paragraph will talk about reusing things.Reusing means to use something

again.We can reuse many things in our environment.Here are some examples of things we can

reuse.We can reuse things like clothes,toys,furniture and many other things. Instead of throwing

these things out you can donate these things,give it to your friends or have a yard sale.Somebody

else might need things that you don’t need anymore.Cans,boxes,and containers can be fun arts

and crafts project.You can use your imagination to create new things out of many materials

instead of throwing them out.



This paragraph will talk about recycling things.Recycling means to convert waste into

reusable materials.We can recycle many things in our school,community ,and at home.Here are

some examples of things we can recycle.Things such as glass,cans,paper,cardboard,plastic

bottles,and jars are recyclable.Recycling helps prevent pollution it can also save

energy.Recycling can also reduce the amount of waste that is sent into the landfills.

In conclusion,reducing,reusing,and recycling are the three main ways we can make

everyday Earth Day.These are many other ways we can make everyday Earth Day but these are

the three main ways we can make everyday Earth Day.If we use these ways everyday we can

make everyday Earth Day and make Earth a healthier and better place to live in.


